Next generation fibre internet
Fibreline from Gradwell provides you with a dedicated
fibre connection direct from your local exchange.
We understand that to a business with high levels of internet usage, a fast, reliable connection
to the internet is critical. If you are using Business VoIP services, receiving or sending large
number of files via the Internet, or providing internet services to your customers, consider
future-proofing your connectivity with Fibreline from Gradwell.
Fibreline dedicated connection

 From £6,900 per year

Installation options

 1 year contract: £3,000 - £4,000
 3 year contract: £1,000 - £2,000

Service level agreement (SLA)

 4 hour response time

Capabilities

 Superfast internet connection
 LAN/Interconnect between offices

 Next generation - now
Eliminate reliance on older
copper infrastructure with
superfast fibre installed directly
into from the exchange

All prices are excluding VAT. Mbps refers to Megabits per second

Key features
Unlike other fibre based options, Fibreline does not rely on traditional copper infrastructure.
Instead it uses next generation fibre optic cables direct from the exchange to your business
premises. This means that distance from the exchange, contention ratios and age of the line
no longer have an impact on the quality of your vital connection to the internet:
 Next generation internet - direct, dedicated fibre optic cable connection
 Data at the speed of light – distance from the exchange not an issue
 Choose the speed you want to receive – from 10Mbps to 100Mbps
 Symmetrical upload and download speeds
 Service Level Agreement – 4 hour emergency response time

Pick your speed and that is the speed you get.
No variable factors. No 'up to' claims. Just the
speed your business needs, when you need it

 Pick your speed
Choose from 10Mbps to
100Mbps – and that’s the
speed you receive. No ‘up to’
claims.
 Symmetrical speeds
Fibreline provide the exact
same speed for both sending
and receiving data
 All the data you need
Data allowances are a thing of
the past. Use as much data as
your business needs,
whenever you need it
 Enhanced service levels
Service level agreement
means that all faults get a
response within 4 hours
 No phone line needed
Unlike ADSL, Fibreline
bypasses telephony
infrastructure, meaning no
need to pay line rental

www.gradwell.com/fibreline

Enjoy next generation 100Mbps
internet, direct to your business
premises from the exchange.
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Next generation fibre internet

From £6,900
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 1 year contract: £3,000 - £4,000
 3 year contract: £1,000 - £2,000

Setup options
Upgradable/
downgradable
speed capabilities
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Monthly data
usage

UNLIMITED

Connection type

Dedicated fibre optic cable from your local exchange

Service level
agreement (SLA)

Yes – 4 hour response

FREE Static IP
addresses

1, 8 or 16*

Wireless router

N/A

Phone line
required
Capabilities
Extras

No – Presented at premises as Ethernet connection



Superfast fibre optic internet connection
LAN/Interconnect (between office locations)

Upgrade to 32 or 64 static IP addresses (£20.00)

All prices are excluding VAT. * Upgrade to 32 or 64 static IP addresses (£20.00). ^ The bearer you chose – 10Mbps or 100Mbps – determines
the maximum speed your installation can receive. A 10Mbps bearer can send and receive a maximum of 10Mbps, whereas if you opt for a
100Mbps bearer, you can upgrade and downgrade your speed between 10Mbps and 100Mbps without installation of a new line.
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